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Dominant Ellipse mutant alleles of the Drosophila EGF receptor homologue (DER) dramatically suppress ommatidium
evelopment in the eye and induce ectopic vein development in the wing. Their phenotype suggests a possible role for DER
n specifying the founder R8 photoreceptor cells for each ommatidium. Here we analyze the basis of Ellipse mutations and
se them to probe the role of DER in eye development. We show that Elp mutations result from a single amino acid
ubstitution in the kinase domain which activates tyrosine kinase activity and MAP kinase activation in tissue culture
ells. Transformant studies confirmed that the mutation is hypermorphic in vivo, but the DER function was elevated less
han by ectopic expression of the ligand spitz. Ectopic spi promoted photoreceptor differentiation, even in the absence of R8
ells. Pathways downstream of DER activation were assessed to explore the basis of these distinct outcomes. Elp mutations
aused overexpression of the Notch target gene E(spl) md and required function of Notch to suppress ommatidium
ormation. The Elp phenotype also depended on the secreted protein argos and was reverted in Elp aos double mutants.
omplete loss of DER function in clones of null mutant cells led to delay in R8 specification and subsequently to loss of
utant cells. The DER null phenotype was distinct from that of either spitz or vein mutants, suggesting that a combination
f these or other ligands was required for aspects of DER function. In normal development DER protein was expressed in
ost retinal cells, but at distinct levels. We used an antibody specific for diphospho-ERK as well as expression of the DER
arget gene argos to assess the pattern of DER activity, finding highest activity in the intermediate groups of cells in the
orphogenetic furrow. However, studies of mutant genotypes suggested that this activity may not be required for normal
mmatidium development. Since we saw distinct phenotypic effects of four different levels of DER activity associated with
ild-type, null mutant, Elp mutant, or fully activated DER function, we propose that multiple thresholds separate several
spects of DER function. These include activation of N signaling to repress R8 specification, turning on argos expression,
nd recruiting photoreceptors R1–R7. It is possible that during normal eye development these thresholds are attained by
ifferent cells, contributing to the pattern of retinal differentiation. © 1999 Academic Press
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In the Drosophila compound eye, differentiation of
each of hundreds of unit eyes (ommatidia) is initiated by
the differentiation of a central R8 photoreceptor precur-
sor cell which then recruits most of the other cells. The
first mutations shown to affect R8 specification were two
dominant Ellipse alleles of the EGF receptor locus (DER).
Elp mutations block ommatidium formation prior to R8
specification. Subsequent studies have identified require-
ments for DER function for recruitment and differentia-
tion of most cells in each ommatidium, but the role of
DER in R8 specification remains unclear. R8 specifica-
s
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All rights of reproduction in any form reserved.tion has instead been shown to be regulated by other
signaling pathways that affect the bHLH proneural gene
atonal. Expression of ato is induced in many cells by the
orphogen Hedgehog and this expression refined to regu-
arly spaced R8 cell precursors through negative regula-
ion by Delta and its receptor Notch and also by a
ecreted protein, scabrous. Present knowledge of Hh, N,
l, and sca still leaves important questions about R8
pecification. DER might be involved in these aspects.
ere we sought to define the molecular basis of the Elp
utations, how they affect R8 specification, what is the
attern of DER expression and function during normal R8
pecification, and to assess the involvement of the wild-
ype DER protein.
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130 Lesokhin et al.Ommatidium formation is now known to occur through
specification of R8 precursor cells by the proneural bHLH
protein atonal (Figs. 1C and 1E). R8 precursor cells are
required for the subsequent DER-dependent recruitment of
other cell types to each ommatidium (Jarman et al., 1994;
io and Moses, 1997). Expression of ato begins in response
o Hh signaling (Fu and Baker, in preparation). Restriction
f atonal expression to R8 precursor cells is believed to
ccur in two steps (Fig. 1D). First, ato is restricted to spaced
ntermediate cell groups, from each of which a single R8
recursor cell emerges (Jarman et al., 1995). Spacing of the
ntermediate cell groups depends at least in part on the
ecreted protein sca. It is proposed that sca, expressed in
FIG. 1. (A) In the wild-type eye disc an array of ommatidia
develop posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. Photoreceptor
neurons have been labeled using the ELAV antigen. (B) Only a
fraction of the normal number of ommatidia develop in Elp
homozygotes. (C) Ommatidia are founded by R8 precursor specifi-
cation within the morphogenetic furrow. Expression of ato protein
initiates in all cells and then resolves through intermediate groups
(see E) to isolated R8 cell precursors. (D) In Elp homozygotes, ato
expression begins normally, but largely disappears at the interme-
diate group stage, leaving only isolated R8 precursor cells to found
ommatidia. (E) Current model of R8 specification in wild type. One
cell in each intermediate group is selected as the R8 cell precursor
(dark shading). Notch signal transduction is activated in the other
intermediate group cells to inhibit ato expression (light shading).
Intermediate groups inhibit ato expression in nearby anterior cells,
thus defining the spacing of intermediate groups in the next
column to develop. The inhibitory signal depends in part on the
secreted protein scabrous.ntermediate groups under ato control, diffuses to establish
he future pattern of intermediate groups in each new
e
a
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightolumn (Baker and Zitron, 1995; Lee et al., 1996). In the
econd phase, the receptor protein Notch signals through
u(H) and E(spl) to inhibit ato expression in intermediate
roup cells other than R8 (Baker et al., 1996; Ligoxygakis et
l., 1998; Fig. 1E).
Aspects of R8 specification are incompletely understood.
n the case of lateral inhibition mediated by N, it is not
nderstood how the R8 precursor cells escape inhibition
hemselves. There do not seem to be differences in expres-
ion of the Notch ligand Delta that could explain why ato
s inhibited in some cells but not others. The related
uestion of how the future R8 precursor cell is chosen from
he intermediate group is also unanswered (Baker and Yu,
998). In the case of spacing intermediate groups, it is not
lear whether the secreted protein sca modulates the N
pathway or interacts with another receptor, nor is it known
what other genes might be involved in spacing (Lee and
Baker, 1996). There is also evidence that ato may not be
fully active until another signal is received (Baker and Yu,
1997).
Because of the phenotype of the dominant Elp mutations,
we have reexamined the role of DER to see whether it
might be involved in these aspects of R8 specification. The
Ellipse mutation (Elp1) was discovered among offspring
rom wild-caught and laboratory flies (Grell, 1960). The
imilar ElpB1 allele was isolated after mutagenesis with
ethane methylsulfonic acid and shown to map to the
Drosophila EGF receptor locus (DER; Baker and Rubin,
1989). Elp mutations dominantly reduce the size of the eye
nd increase vein tissue in the wings. Elp/Elp homozygotes
ave a more extreme phenotype. Their dramatically smaller
yes contain only 5–10% of the normal number of omma-
idia (Figs. 1A and 1B).
Elp mutations are hypermorphic based on effects of gene
ose on the phenotype, suggesting increased activity of the
ER. In contrast to Elp/1 flies, the eyes of Elp/Df (DER)
ies resemble wild type. The dramatic difference between
lp/Df(DER) and Elp/Elp, differing only in the dose of the
utant locus, suggests that the precise level of DER activ-
ty must be significant in development. It was suggested
hat elevated DER activity might inhibit ommatidium
ormation (Baker and Rubin, 1989). However, differentia-
ion was also lost in DER null mutant clones (Xu and
ubin, 1993). It is now clear that DER activity is required
or differentiation of many of the retinal cell types (Xu and
ubin, 1993; Freeman, 1996; Tio and Moses, 1997).
In wing development DER signaling is required for wing
ein differentiation. DER hyperactivity leads to ectopic
ein differentiation, as in Elp mutants, supporting genetic
vidence that the mutations are hypermorphic. In the eye
ER hyperactivation has been achieved by misexpression
f secreted SPITZ (sSPI), the processed form of an activating
igand (Schweitzer et al., 1995b; Freeman, 1996); by muta-
ion of aos, a secreted antagonist of DER signaling
Schweitzer et al., 1995a; Sawamoto et al., 1996); and by
xpression of activated DER molecules (Reichman-Fried et
l., 1994; Freeman,1996; Queenan et al., 1997). All of these
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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131EGF Receptor Signaling during Photoreceptor Specificationincrease photoreceptor differentiation, in contrast to the
effect of Elp mutations.
Roles for the DER proteins have been demonstrated in
the development of many other tissues. Elp mutations most
obviously affect the eye and wing and so might involve
tissue-specific DER ligands or substrates. However, muta-
tions in the MAP kinase pathway modify the Elp phenotype
Simon et al., 1991; Diaz-Benjumea and Hafen, 1994; Hsu
nd Perrimon, 1994), as does dosage for the TGF-a-like gene
spitz (Freeman, 1994; Tio et al., 1994). The Spi protein
activates DER in many zygotic cell fate specifications
(Rutledge et al., 1992; Schweitzer et al., 1995b). These data
suggest that Elp mutant proteins depend on SPI to signal
through the canonical MAP kinase pathway and do little to
account for the tissue specificity or unique phenotype of
Elp.
DER signaling through the MAP kinase cascade switches
on photoreceptor differentiation by activating the ETS-
domain transcription factor pointed and inactivating the
antagonistic nuclear factor yan (Brunner et al., 1994;
O’Neill et al., 1994; Rebay and Rubin, 1995). In contrast,
Elp mutations act nonautonomously, implying a diffusible
component to the phenotype (Baker and Rubin, 1992; Xu
and Rubin, 1993).
In light of these findings, the original conclusion that Elp
mutations were hypermorphic seemed insecure. In addi-
tion, evidence has been accumulating that whereas DER
activity is required for specification of photoreceptor cells
R1–R7, it might not be involved in R8 specification. Al-
though clones of cells mutant for null alleles of DER do not
differentiate any photoreceptors (Xu and Rubin, 1993), it
has recently been found that DER is important for the
maintenance of differentiation, making it uncertain
whether DER null mutant cells cannot undergo photorecep-
tor specification or cannot maintain these cell fates (Free-
man, 1996; Tio and Moses, 1997). Clones of cells mutant for
the DER ligand spi do not affect R8 specification, but do
prevent specification of other photoreceptors. R8 cells are
specified normally, but later disappear because of the DER
maintenance function (Tio and Moses, 1997).
In this study we sought to answer the following ques-
tions. What is the nature of the Elp mutations, and are they
hypermorphic? Why do they affect the eye and wing? Why
do Elp mutations inhibit ommatidium formation, instead of
promoting photoreceptor differentiation? Does DER have
any role in R8 specification during normal development?
To do this we identified the molecular basis of the Elp
mutations and their effect on DER activity. Double mu-
tants were constructed to test which other pathways were
affected by Elp mutations. Antibodies specific for DER
protein were raised and used to describe the normal expres-
sion pattern of DER, and antibodies for DER signaling
targets were used to describe the pattern of activity. Finally,
R8 specification was assessed directly in DER null mutant
clones to investigate requirements for normal DER func-
tion.
In this paper we show that an amino acid substitution in
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightthe kinase domain, A887T, confers the Elp phenotype on
transgenic flies. A887T activates DER signaling through the
MAPK cascade and is reverted by a second substitution
affecting kinase activity. We show that DER activity could
both promote photoreceptor differentiation and suppress
ommatidium formation, depending on the level of activity.
Inhibition occurred at lower DER activity levels than pho-
toreceptor recruitment. Further experiments attempted to
account for these differing effects. We found that suppres-
sion of differentiation required a DER target gene encoding
a secreted protein, argos (aos), and was mediated by elevated
signaling through the N pathway. We find that R8 specifi-
cation can occur in DER mutant cells, but is delayed.
Together our results suggest that DER has multiple func-
tions in the specification of R8 and other photoreceptor
cells and that these may be distinguished by distinct
thresholds of required DER activity.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cloning and Sequencing DER DNA
Genomic DNA from Elp1/Df(2R)top18A, ElpB1/Df(2R)top18A, and
lpB1RB1/Df(2R)top18A flies was used to amplify segments of the DER
ene by PCR. Products were cloned into T-vectors (Marchuk et al.,
991) and used as templates for sequencing reactions. Sequences
rom at least two independent PCR amplifications were aligned and
ismatches eliminated as PCR or sequencing artifacts. All se-
uence editing and assembly were performed prior to comparison
ith published sequences. Revisions to published sequences in-
luding those shown in Table 1 were confirmed in the original DER
enomic clones pDE1 and pDE10 (Livneh et al., 1985), additionally
onfirmed by another laboratory (A. M. Queenan and T. Schup-
ach, personal communication), and the revised C-terminus for
ER was confirmed by antibody studies (see below).
For expression constructs, mutations were introduced into DER
DNAs in restriction fragments from sequenced plasmids. Con-
tructs extending from the 59 start of Type 1 and Type 2 cDNAs to
the BamHI site 39 to the stop codon were introduced into pRmHa-3
or transfection into S2 cells (Bunch et al., 1988) and into pUAST
or transformation of flies (Brand and Perrimon, 1993).
DER Antibodies
A peptide (CQRELQPLHRNRNTETRV) comprising the pre-
dicted C-terminal 17 amino acids of DER plus an additional Cys
residue was synthesized, coupled to keyhole limpet hemocyanin
using the Imject kit from Pierce, and used to immunize mice and
rabbits. After preadsorption to wild-type embryos, specific mouse
sera were obtained that failed to stain Df(2R)top18A mutant em-
ryos. Rabbit sera detected no other major proteins in S2 cells and
ere used for immunoprecipitation and Western blotting without
urther purification.
Tissue Culture
Schneider line 2 cells were transiently transfected using lipofec-
tion as described (Lee et al., 1996). After 36 h recovery in complete
medium, cells were plated onto 24-well plates (106 cells per well),
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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132 Lesokhin et al.serum-free. After 12 h medium was replaced with serum-free
medium containing CuSO4 (20–50 mM in different experiments).
fter 3 h induction medium was replaced with conditioned me-
ium with or without SPI protein. Cells were incubated for 10 min
rior to lysis with RIPA buffer for immunoprecipitation or for 20
in prior to lysis with Laemmli buffer for Western blotting. SPI
onditioned medium was obtained as the supernatant from cells
ransiently transfected with pMTsSPI, after 24 h serum-free induc-
ion with 0.7 mM CuSO4 (Schweitzer et al., 1995b). Antibodies for
hosphorylated MAP kinase (New England Biolabs) and phospho-
yrosine (Upstate Biotechnology) were used according to the manu-
acturers’ instructions.
Drosophila Stocks and Crosses
GMRGal4 flies (Freeman, 1996) were used to drive expression of
SPI protein from UASsSPI flies (Schweitzer et al., 1995b) in all eye
disc cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow. The drivers for
DER expression in wing and eyes were the Gal4 insertion lines 32B
and hH10, respectively (Brand and Perrimon, 1993; Ellis et al., 1994).
hH10 drives gene expression anterior to and overlapping the mor-
phogenetic furrow. hH10 was not useful with UASsSPI because of
embryonic lethality, even at 17°C. The DER data shown in Fig. 3
were obtained after culture at 18°C and in Fig. 6 after culture at
25°C from the second instar onward. All other crosses were at 25°C
unless otherwise indicated. The Gal4 protein appears to be more
active at 25°C, increasing the level of target gene expression. For
each UAS transgene, about 10 independent insertions were first
assessed by wing expression. Differences between the five con-
structs were consistent, although there was some individual varia-
tion between lines. Data are presented for weaker lines throughout
because stronger A887T lines were lethal with some Gal4 drivers,
especially hH10. The LacZ enhancer trap line aosW11 is also mutant
for aos (Freeman et al., 1992). Experiments with Nts1;Elp1/ElpB1 flies
were described before (Baker et al., 1990). DER null mutant clones
were induced by heat shock of hsFLP;FRT42 topCO/FRT42 arm-
acZ larvae during the first or second instar. The topCO mutation
as isolated and characterized as a DER null allele by Clifford and
chupbach (1989) (for armLacZ, see Vincent et al., 1994). The vn
larvae were transheterozygotes of independent null alleles vnL6 and
ng3 (Schnepp et al., 1996). Other mutants and chromosomes are
escribed in Lindsley and Zimm (1992).
Immunohistochemistry
FIG. 2. Amino acid substitutions in Elp mutants. The DER open
and Type 2 proteins shaded, the transmembrane region as a solid
bove the DER were found in the Elp1 sequence. Substitutions show
as found only in ElpB1RB1.Most immunochemistry was performed as described (Baker et
l., 1996). For DER, preadsorbed mouse sera were diluted 1:1000 in
T
a
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All right.1 M sodium phosphate, pH 7.2, 1% normal goat serum, 0.1%
aponin and used to label eye imaginal discs fixed in PLP. Mono-
lonal anti-argos (Freeman, 1994) and anti-dpERK (Promega) were
sed similarly but without preadsorption. LacZ was detected using
he 40-1a monoclonal antibody.
RESULTS
Amino Acid Substitutions Associated with Elp
Mutant Proteins
Although sequences have previously been determined for
several DER alleles, Elp mutations were not included be-
cause neither was isolated from a population isogenic for
chromosome 2, so background polymorphisms would have
confuted the mismatch identification strategies used in
those studies (Raz et al., 1991; Clifford and Schupbach,
1994). We sequenced the six exons and five introns for both
Elp1 and ElpB1, except for much of intron I, which is over 60
b in length (see Materials and Methods). Both alternative
9 exons, which encode Type 1 and Type 2 DER proteins
iffering at their N-termini, were included. Also sequenced
ere control clones from wild type (Livneh et al., 1985) and
n apparent revertant allele, ElpB1RB1. The ElpB1RB1 chromo-
ome was obtained after further mutagenesis of ElpB1 and is
wild type for DER function (Baker and Rubin, 1992).
Nucleotide sequences for Elp1, ElpB1, and wild-type DER
clones differed at many positions. It was expected that most
differences would be polymorphisms already present in the
progenitor chromosomes. Consistent with this expectation,
most of the changes found were predicted to be silent.
For Elp1, there were 65 differences at the nucleotide level
rom wild type; only three affected the predicted amino acid
equence. A C-to-A substitution at nucleotide 14 (Type 2)
redicts Arg in place of Ser5, and a T-to-G substitution at
ucleotide 62 (Type 2) predicts Trp in place of Leu21, both
ffecting the signal peptide of the Type II alternative 59
xon. The third change, G-to-A at nucleotide 3165, predicts
hr in place of Ala887. Ala887 is the first amino acid of the
ntracellular tyrosine kinase domain (Fig. 2).
For ElpB1, there were 68 nucleotide differences from wild
ype; only three affected the predicted amino acid sequence.
ng frame is shown with the signal peptides of the alternative Type
, and the tyrosine kinase domain checkered. Substitutions shown
ow the DER were found in the ElpB1 sequence, except that R1009Qreadi
boxwo substitutions in the signal peptide of the Type II
lternative 59 exon were distinct from those in Elp1. A
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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133EGF Receptor Signaling during Photoreceptor SpecificationT-to-C substitution at nucleotide 43 (Type 2) predicts Arg
in place of Trp15, and a C-to-G substitution at nucleotide
70 (Type 2) predicts Val in place of Leu24. The third change,
G-to-A at nucleotide 3165, is identical to that seen in the
Elp1 sequence and predicts Thr in place of Ala887 in the
tyrosine kinase domain (Fig. 2).
The ElpB1 sequence differed from the Elp1 sequence at 75
ositions other than the Type 2 signal sequence substitu-
ions described above, confirming the independent origin of
he two mutations in distinct chromosomes. None of these
5 differences affected the amino acid sequence. The
lpB1RB1 sequence was similar to that of ElpB1, with two
urther substitutions. A C-to-T substitution at nucleotide
979 lies within intron III and is expected to be silent. A
-to-A substitution at nucleotide 3532 predicts Gln in
lace of Arg1009. Arg1009 is within the tyrosine kinase
omain, five residues from the catalytic Asp1014 of the
ctive site (Fig. 2).
In addition, several revisions to the published sequences
f the wild-type DER gene result from our work and are
ummarized in Table 1. The most significant of these affect
he Cys residues of the extracellular domain and the
-terminus of the protein. Together these revisions in-
rease similarity to vertebrate EGF receptor sequences.
Identification of the Critical Residue in Vivo
Germline transformation was used to distinguish which
substitutions contributed to the dominant phenotype. Five
transgenes encoded the wild-type Type 1 protein, Type 1
A887T protein, wild-type Type 2 protein, Type 2 A887T
protein, and Type 2 W15R,L24V protein. Gal4 targeted
expression was used to express the recombinant genes in
TABLE 1
Revisions to the DER Amino Acid Sequence
Published sequence
Revised
sequence Amino acids revised
bp 495–497, AAA GAG K88E
bp 1208–1209, CA GC A280G
bp 1214–1215, CA GC S282C
bp 2724, C T R740C
bp 3046, A T Q847L
bp 3092–3093, NC CT R863C
bp 3343, A T E946V
bp 3517, A T Y704F
bp 4083, A G K1193E
bp 4154, G A M1216I
bp 4219, G C R1238T
bp 4507, G T G1334V
bp 4591–4592, GG GGG SCSH1362–1365ELQP
bp 4603–4604, AT ACT Residues A1366–R1410
replaced by
LHRNRNTETRVthe developing wing or eye, tissues affected by the domi-
nant Elp mutations.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightExpression of Type 2 DER protein carrying the A887T
substitution led to extra wing vein differentiation similar to
that seen in the original Elp mutant flies, whereas neither
the unmutated Type 2 DER protein nor the Type 2 DER
protein with the signal peptide substitutions affected the
venation pattern (Figs. 3A–3C). When targeted to the devel-
oping eye, Type 2 DER protein carrying the A887T substi-
tution led to gaps in the array of ommatidia, but neither
unmutated Type 2 DER nor the Type 2 gene with signal
peptide substitution had this effect (Figs. 3D–3L).
Wing vein and eye defects similar to those of Elp muta-
tions also resulted from targeted expression of Type 1 DER
carrying the A887T substitution, but not from targeted
expression of unmutated Type 1 DER (Figs. 3M–3P).
These results show that the A887T substitution alone is
responsible for both the Elp1 and ElpB1 mutations. This
onclusion is consistent by the G-to-A nucleotide substitu-
ion responsible, typical for EMS mutagenesis which was
he origin of ElpB1. By contrast, the signal peptide substitu-
ions found in the ElpB1 allele are not typical for EMS
utagenesis and were presumably present prior to mu-
agenesis.
Biochemical Activities of Mutant DER Proteins
To determine the effects on EGF receptor activity, wild-
type and mutant proteins were expressed in Drosophila
Schneider line 2 tissue culture cells and identified using
antisera raised against the C-terminus (Fig. 4A). Figure 4B
shows that addition of the activating ligand SPI to the
medium led to phosphorylation of MAP kinase in cells
expressing DER Type 2. However, when expressed at simi-
lar levels the A887T Type 2 protein activated MAP kinase
in the absence of added SPI protein. By contrast, W15,L24
substituted Type 2 protein required SPI to activate MAP
kinase activity, as with unmutated DER Type 2.
Similar results were obtained from studies of receptor
autophosphorylation (Fig. 4C). Anti-phosphotyrosine blot-
ting of immunoprecipitated DER Type 2 showed increased
phosphorylation on addition of SPI, but A887T DER Type 2
was phosphorylated equally in the presence or absence of
SPI. Results with W15,L24 substituted Type 2 protein
varied. Sometimes increased phosphorylation on tyrosine
was observed in the absence of SPI, but it never led to MAP
kinase activation (Fig. 4C).
The Type 1 DER was also activated by the A887T
substitution, leading to SPI-independent autophosphoryla-
t ion and MAP kinase activation (Fig . 5 ) . The
A887T,R1009Q DER Type 1 receptor showed ligand-
dependent signaling similar to that of wild-type DER Type
1. This confirms that R1009Q was the reversion event, not
the substitution in intron III also found in the ElpB1RB1
chromosome. By itself, the R1009Q substitution appeared
to reduce activity because DER phosphorylation and MAP
kinase phosphorylation were reduced, although still stimu-
lated by SPI (Fig. 5).
These results show that the A887T substitution activates
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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134 Lesokhin et al.both DER splice variants in tissue culture cells, supporting
the genetic characterization of Elp mutant alleles as hyper-
morphic. The fact that the R1009Q substitution reduced
kinase activity provided additional confirmation since
R1009Q completely reverts the A887T phenotype in vivo.
Phenotypic Consequences of Quantitative Changes
in DER Activity
We used higher temperatures to elevate the expressivity
of the Gal4 expression system and control the expression
level of wild-type and A887T DER transgenes in vivo. In
issue culture cells, high levels of EGF receptor expression
FIG. 3. (A) Targeted expression of wild-type DER Type 2 had no e
led to extra vein tissue. (C) Targeted expression of DER Type 2 W15
in which transgene expression has been targeted. D, G, and J show
the morphogenetic furrow. Other panels show ommatidium forma
K) or Elav proteins (F, I, L). Expression of DER Type 2 had little eff
in the furrow and led to gaps in the ommatidial array (G–I). Expre
expression of wild-type DER Type 1 had little effect on wing patte
tissue. (O) Wild-type DER Type 1 had no effect on eye development
DER Type 1 A887T protein led to gaps in the ommatidial array.ead to ligand-independent activation of the receptor
Schweitzer et al., 1995b). a
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightIn the wing, effects typical for A887T transgene expres-
ion were also obtained after expression of wild-type EGF
eceptor transgenes at higher levels (Figs. 6A and 6C).
levated expression of the A887T substituted proteins
ither produced still stronger effects or were lethal to the
nimals (Fig. 6B). In the eye, increased expression of wild-
ype DER transgenes led to loss of ommatidia similar to
hat associated with the Elp mutant phenotype (Figs. 6D
nd 6F). Elevated expression of A887T substituted proteins
o longer caused loss of ommatidia, but instead led to
romiscuous photoreceptor differentiation. Some photore-
eptors were even found differentiating ahead of the mor-
hogenetic furrow (Fig. 6E).
on wing patterning. (B) Targeted expression of DER Type 2 A887T
1W had no effect on wing patterning. D–L show effects on eye discs
ession of sca protein, which serves as a reporter for ato activity in
revealed by photoreceptor-specific expression of neuroglian (E, H,
–F). Expression of DER Type 2 A887T decreased R8 specification
of DER Type 2 W15R,L21W had little effect (J–L). (M) Targeted
. (N) Targeted expression of DER Type 1 A887T led to extra vein
ormal ommatidial array was revealed by neuroglian expression. (P)ffect
R,L2
expr
tion
ect (D
ssion
rningTo investigate this further, expression of the cleaved,
ctive form of SPI protein was targeted to all eye cells
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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135EGF Receptor Signaling during Photoreceptor Specificationposterior to the morphogenetic furrow. Ubiquitous SPI
caused all retinal cells to differentiate as photoreceptors
(Fig. 6G). However, very few cells labeled for the R8-specific
BOSS protein, indicating that maximal DER activation
tends to promote R1–R7 fates, not R8 (Fig. 6H). Expression
of atonal was reduced, indicating that absence of R8 cells
was due to failure of specification in the morphogenetic
furrow (Fig. 6I).
These results suggest that quantitative differences in
DER activation have qualitatively distinct developmental
FIG. 4. (A) Western blotting detected a 180-kDa DER protein only
in S2 cells transfected with DER expression plasmids and not in
control lanes transfected with vector alone. The band at 70 kDa is
a breakdown product also seen with other DER antibodies. (B)
Western blotting detected SPI-dependent phosphorylation of MAP
kinase in cells transfected with DER Type 2 or DER Type 2
W15R,L24V. In cells transfected with DER Type 2 A887T, MAP
kinase was phosphorylated regardless of SPI. (C) DER proteins were
immunoprecipitated from samples and Western blotted to reveal
phosphotyrosine content. Phosphorylation of wild-type DER Type
2 protein was elevated by exposure to SPI. Phosphorylation of DER
Type 2 A887T was elevated regardless of SPI. Results with DER
Type 2 W15R,L24V varied and in some experiments phosphoryla-
tion was elevated without SPI, as here. However, this protein never
activated MAP kinase without SPI.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightonsequences. Maximal activation leads to recruitment of
hotoreceptor classes R1–R7, but lower activity levels in-
tead prevent ommatidium formation, as happens in Elp
utants.
Signaling Pathways Affected by Elp Mutants
Direct consequences of DER activity in the same cells
should be cell autonomous, but ommatidium development
is rescued at the boundary of Elp/Elp mutant patches (Baker
nd Rubin, 1992; Xu and Rubin, 1993). Nonautonomy could
ccur in two ways (Figs. 7A and 7B). A diffusible factor
ould counteract elevated DER activity in Elp/Elp cells,
educing the phenotype near clone boundaries (Fig. 7A).
utation of this factor is predicted to enhance the mutant
henotype. Alternatively, elevated DER activity might act
ndirectly via a diffusible product. Then diffusion of this
roduct out of the clone would exceed diffusion in, reducing
he phenotype near the boundary (Fig. 7B). This factor
ould be required for the mutant phenotype.
As a secreted inhibitor of DER signaling, aos was a
andidate to inhibit DER activity. This is the role of aos in
he wing, where the Elp phenotype was enhanced by muta-
ion of aos (Schweitzer et al., 1995a; Figs. 7C and 7D). When
yes of Elp;aos double-mutant flies were examined, the
henotype appeared dramatically different from the wing.
lp mutant eyes were rescued by aos mutations (Figs.
E–7G). Targeted aos expression had the opposite effect of
nhancing the Elp mutant phenotype in the eye (Figs.
H–7J). Because DER activity can recruit photoreceptor
ells in the absence of R8 (see above), we assessed Boss
xpression to identify R8 cells in Elp aos double mutants.
All the ommatidia contained a single R8 cell, showing that
loss of aos increased numbers of ommatidia through the
normal pathway including R8 specification. These results
were opposite for those predicted if argos counteracted the
Elp phenotype in mosaics (Fig. 7A). Instead, aos must
FIG. 5. (A) DER phosphorylation on tyrosine and MAP kinase
phosphorylation were elevated by SPI in cells expressing DER Type
1, but were raised constitutively in cells expressing DER Type 1
A887T. (B) Cells expressing DER Type 1 R1009Q showed reduced
levels of DER phosphorylation on tyrosine and phosphorylation of
MAP kinase compared to cells expressing wild-type DER Type 1 or
cells expressing DER Type 1 A887T,R1009Q.contribute to the loss of ommatidia, supporting the second
model for nonautonomy (Fig. 7B).
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136 Lesokhin et al.If DER activity blocks ommatidium formation nonauto-
nomously, some autonomous pathway must respond to this
signal. Activation of the receptor Notch is already known to
suppress ommatidium formation, acting on ato expression
at the same time as in Elp mutants (Jarman et al., 1995;
Baker et al., 1996). Double-mutant studies found that loss
of N function suppressed the Elp mutant phenotype (Baker
et al., 1990) (Fig. 8A).This is consistent with the models
that Notch acts either in a parallel pathway to DER or
downstream of DER. If N acts in a parallel pathway whose
inhibition compensates for Elp mutations, the level of N
signaling would not be elevated in Elp mutants. By contrast,
if Elp mutations inhibit ommatidium formation by elevat-
ing N signaling, N signal transduction would be elevated in
Elp mutants.
The direct target of N signaling in the morphogenetic
FIG. 6. A–C show wings in which Type 2 DER proteins were expr
led to extra wing vein differentiation, similar to that seen with th
A887T expression led to much greater wing vein differentiation. (C
differentiation, comparable to that seen in A. D–F show ELAV expr
expressed at higher levels than in Fig. 3, using the h-Gal4 drive
expression led to gaps in the ommatidial array, similar to that seen w
2 A887T expression converted most cells to the photoreceptor cell
A). The inset shows an example of differentiation ahead of the furro
Type 2 W15R,L24V expression led to gaps in the ommatidial array
SPI protein expression was targeted to all cells posterior to the
morphogenetic furrows). (E) The neural-specific ELAV protein show
as neurons. (F) The R8 cell-specific BOSS protein was detected in a
of the proneural protein atonal was lost from the morphogenetic ffurrow, the md gene of the E(spl)-Complex, is normally ex-
pressed in cell clusters in the morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 8B;
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightBaker et al., 1996; de Celis et al., 1996; Dokucu et al., 1996). In
Elp/Elp, md was ectopically expressed throughout the furrow
(Figs. 8C and 8D). This implied that Elp mutations activate N
signaling and that this is required to suppress ommatidium
formation, and this was not consistent with independent N
and DER pathways converging on ato.
R8 Specification in DER and vein Mutant Cells
Clones of DER null mutant cells were induced to assess
R8 specification directly. We found that clones of DER null
mutant cells initiated ato expression normally but the
xpression did not refine to single R8 cells (Figs. 9A and 9B).
owever, DER null mutant clones were always very small.
arger clones were recovered in a Minute genetic back-
round (Fig. 9C,D). In such clones ato expression did resolve
at higher levels than in Fig. 3. (A) Elevated DER Type 2 expression
87T proteins expressed at lower levels. (B) Elevated DER Type 2
evated DER Type 2 W15R,L24V expression led to extra wing vein
n photoreceptors in eye discs in which Type 2 DER proteins were
ows indicate morphogenetic furrows). (D) Elevated DER Type 2
he A887T protein expressed at lower levels. (E) Elevated DER Type
s, similar to that seen after targeted expression of SPI (compare to
this case after elevated DER Type 1 expression. (F) Elevated DER
parable to that seen in D. E–G show eye discs in which secreted
hogenetic furrow, using the GMR-GAL4 driver (arrows indicate
hat most cells posterior to the morphogenetic furrow differentiate
scattered R8 cells toward the posterior of the disc. (G) Expression
(arrow). Note normal ato expression in the antennal disc.essed
e A8
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essio
r (arr
ith t
fate
w, in
, com
morp
ed tto individual R8 cells, but refinement was delayed. In
addition, DER mutant R8 cells maintained ato expression
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137EGF Receptor Signaling during Photoreceptor Specificationfurther posterior to the morphogenetic furrow than did
FIG. 7. (A) In one explanation for nonautonomy of Elp, an inducer of
ommatidium formation would diffuse in from outside clones of
Elp/Elp cells. (B) In an alternative scenario, an inhibitor of omma-
tidium formation would be lost by diffusion from clones of Elp/Elp
ells. (C) Extra wing vein differentiation is seen in Elp1/ElpB1 (arrows).
D) Vein differentiation is further enhanced in Elp1/ElpB1; aosW11/
aosW11 (arrows). (E) Scanning electron micrograph of adult eye from
ild type. (F) Eyes are greatly reduced in Elp1/ElpB1. (G) Eye from
lp1/ElpB1;aosW11/aosW11 can approach wild type in size. Giant lens
arrow) is due to loss of aos function. The wing shown in D came from
he same fly. (H) Eye from hH10/UASaos is almost normal. (I) Elp1/1;
H10/1 eye is reduced in size. (J) Eye from Elp1/1;hH10/UASaos is
further reduced, comparable to that shown in F.wild-type cells. These effects on R8 specification occurred
cell autonomously in the DER mutant cells.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightNo delay in ato refinement has been reported for spi
utant cells (Tio and Moses, 1997). Another zygotic DER
igand, vn, has recently been described (Schnepp et al.,
1996). Null alleles of vn are pupal lethal. Homozygous vn
mutant larvae had vestigial eye discs that usually fail to
differentiate any eye cell types. However, in exceptional
cases small eye fields differentiated (Figs. 9E and 9F). These
vn mutant ommatidia contained normal complements of
photoreceptor cells and showed the normal ato pattern
within the limited eye field. Based on the shape it seemed as
though once a small field initiated at the posterior of the
eye disc, propagation continued unimpeded across that
segment of the disc. We observed no effect of ectopic
expression of vein (data not shown).
Pattern of DER Expression and Activity in Vivo
To determine which cells express the endogenous DER
gene, DER antibodies were used for immunohistochemistry
(Fig. 10A). In eye imaginal discs, the highest EGF receptor
levels were seen anterior to the morphogenetic furrow, as
described previously (Zak and Shilo, 1992). Precisely at the
start of ommatidium formation DER levels sharply reduced
in cells not recruited into the ommatidia; protein levels
remained high in the photoreceptor precursor cells of the
forming ommatidia. This pattern was reversed in the pos-
terior eye disc, where EGF receptor levels were lower in the
ommatidia than in the surrounding undifferentiated cells
that include the future pigment and bristle nerve cell
populations (Fig. 10A).
We attempted to determine in which cells EGF receptor
activation occurred using antibodies specific for activated
MAP kinase (dp-ERK; Promega), for the argos protein en-
coded by an EGF receptor responsive gene, or for
b-galactosidase expression in an argos enhancer trap line to
assess aos transcription. Each of these assays indicated DER
ctivation in intermediate cell groups in the morphogenetic
urrow, although the aos LacZ enhancer trap suggested that
os transcription might be lower in the R8 precursor than in
ther intermediate group cells (Figs. 10B–10G). In the case
f aosLacZ, weak expression was also observed anterior to
he morphogenetic furrow (Fig. 10F).
Pattern of DER Expression and Activity in Elp
Mutants
Elp mutations had little effect on DER expression levels
anterior to the morphogenetic furrow. Posterior to the
furrow only uniform expression was seen, reflecting the
absence of the differentiating cells that show higher level
DER expression in the wild type (Fig. 10H).
Levels of dpERK, aos protein, or aosLacZ were all much
lower in Elp/1 and Elp/Elp eye disks than in wild type (Figs.
10I–10K). The high levels of dpERK, aos protein, or aosLacZ
seen in wild type must all occur downstream of the DER
signaling episode first affected by Elp.
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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al., 1990). (B) In wild type expression of the E(spl) md protein
reveals Notch signaling activity in clusters of cells in the morpho-
138 Lesokhin et al.
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightDISCUSSION
This study began as an attempt to understand the effect of
dominant Elp mutations on ommatidium formation. Our
ata suggested that Elp mutations activated DER but to a
ower level than could be achieved by SPI. Subsequent
xperiments explored the consequences for other signaling
athways, on the assumption that Elp mutants can be
ompared with constitutive activation of DER, and with
ER null mutant cells, to obtain some insight into the
ffects of different levels of DER activity on eye morpho-
enesis.
Activation of DER Kinase Activity by the A887T
Substitution
Substitution of Thr for Ala887 accounts for the pheno-
typic effects of Elp mutations. Remarkably, the same sub-
stitution was recovered twice from independent strains,
separated by a 30-year interval.
The A887T mutation increases ligand-independent auto-
phosphorylation and MAP kinase activation in Drosophila
cells, consistent with genetic characterization as a hyper-
morphic mutation and suggesting that Elp mutations acti-
vate the same MAP kinase pathway required for photore-
ceptor differentiation. It is uncertain to what extent Elp
mutations are ligand dependent in vivo. The A887T,
R1009Q double mutant must be ligand dependent in vivo as
it is in S2 cells, so Thr887 can be part of a ligand-dependent
or -independent molecule depending on other effects on
kinase activity.
Figure 11 shows sequence alignments from several recep-
tor tyrosine kinases. Based on structures of other kinases,
Ala887 should lie within the N-lobe of the kinase domain
which binds ATP. The active site is in the C-lobe. Not only
is Ala887 not conserved, but the human EGF receptor and
c-abl kinases normally have Thr at the corresponding posi-
tion. Arg1009 is conserved in EGFR-like kinases (hEGFR
and let-23). The nearby Asp1014 is the catalytic base in the
phosphotransfer reaction. Based on other kinase structures
Ala887 and Arg1009 may not be in proximity (Hubbard et
al., 1994).
genetic furrow. (C) In Elp1/ElpB1, E(spl) md expression expands to
nclude almost all cells in the furrow. (D) Double labeling for E(spl)
d (red) and atonal (green) shows that E(spl) replaces atonal in all
cells in Elp1/ElpB1 except the few remaining R8 precursors.
IG. 9. (A, B) Clones of DER null mutant cells lack red stain.
rrows show where ato expression (green) fails to refine normally.
(C, D) Larger DER null mutant clone in an M background. Refine-
ent of the ato expression pattern happens more slowly within the
lone, although individual R8 cells form at a later stage than in
ild-type cells. (E, F) Homozygous vn larvae show a normal pattern
f differentiation in the subset of discs where it occurs. (E) ELAVFIG. 8. (A) Eye disc from Nts1;Elp1/ElpB1. Reduction in N function
at the restrictive temperature led to ommatidium differentiation in
the Elp mutant background (arrow), indicating that suppression of
ommatidium formation by Elp requires N gene function (Baker etxpression in photoreceptor cells. (F) SCA expression shows normal
pacing in a small morphogenetic furrow.
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139EGF Receptor Signaling during Photoreceptor SpecificationFIG. 10. (A) DER expression in eye imaginal disc. Strong expression anterior to the morphogenetic furrow (arrow) is lost from most cells
eaving elevated expression in the ommatidial preclusters for about four columns. Toward the posterior, expression elevates in cells
etween the photoreceptor preclusters. These cells will contribute the pigment cells and bristle precursors. (B) Anti-dpERK labeling reveals
AP kinase activation in cell clusters in the morphogenetic furrow (arrow). There is also higher labeling posterior to the furrow compared
o anterior. (C) Double labeling dpERK (green) with sca (red) showed that intermediate cell groups had elevated dpERK levels. (D) Aos
rotein expression begins in the morphogenetic furrow (arrow). (E) Higher magnification showing aos protein in cell clusters in the
orphogenetic furrow (arrow). (F) b-Galactosidase expression in aosLacZ insertion line in a similar pattern to argos protein itself, although
here is also some weak expression ahead of the furrow. (G) Double labeling aosLacZ (red) with atonal (green) shows that b-galactosidase
expression is delayed by one column relative to aos protein in the intermediate groups and that b-galactosidase levels are lower in R8 cell
recursors than in other cells of each group. (H) DER expression in Elp1/ElpB1. Posterior to the furrow expression is reduced compared to
ild type (see A). (I) AosLacZ expression in Elp/Elp eye disc. Remaining ommatidial clusters contain fewer aosLacZ expressing cells thanommatidia from wild type. (J) dpERK levels are not elevated in Elp/1 eye discs, and no cell groups are seen. (K) Aos protein levels are reduced
in Elp/Elp eye discs.
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140 Lesokhin et al.Because RTK activation has previously been attributed to
dimerization, it will be interesting to learn how A887T
might increase DER activity. A model for RTK activation
has been proposed based on IRK and cAMP-dependent
protein kinase structures, in which conformational changes
in an “activation loop” must precede transphosphorylation
to stabilize an active conformation (Johnson et al., 1996;
ubbard, 1997). However, activation mechanisms likely
iffer between classes of receptor tyrosine kinases (Moham-
adi et al., 1996), no EGFR-like kinase has yet been
rystallized, and there are other possible mechanisms, such
s an effect on inactivation of kinase activity.
Elp Alleles Are Hypermorphic
It now seems unlikely that Elp mutations activate DER
nly in eye and wing. Elp mutations also promote survival
f midline glial cells in the embryonic nervous system, and
xperiments with the transgenes show that this aspect of
he phenotype is also attributable to the A887T substitu-
ion (Stemerdink and Jacobs, 1997; J. R. Jacobs, personal
ommunication). In addition, Elp mutations rescue prolif-
ration defects of vn (Schnepp et al., 1996). The effects of
he A887T Elp mutation probably result from more tissue-
pecific effects of target genes activated by elevated DER
ignaling in all tissues.
Activation and Inhibition of Ommatidium
Development by Distinct Levels of DER Activity
Our main conclusion is that DER could either promote
photoreceptor differentiation or inhibit ommatidium for-
mation, with stronger activation leading to photoreceptor
recruitment. Although qualitative differences in signal
transduction downstream of Elp and wild-type DER are not
excluded, our data suggest the difference is quantitative.
Both the wild-type and the A887T mutant proteins could
have either effect. Inhibition of ommatidium development
resulted from expression of A887T proteins or from expres-
FIG. 11. (A) Alignment of the first 30 residues of the tyrosine ki
human insulin receptor (irk), human PDGF receptor (pdgfr), hum
Hubbard et al., 1994). Residues identical to the DER are shaded in
alleles. (B) Alignment of 20 residues within the tyrosine kinase dom
nd Asp1014 of the active site.sion of wild-type proteins at higher levels. Photoreceptor
recruitment resulted from elevated expression of A887T m
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightroteins or from activation of wild-type protein by SPI.
xpression of SPI at very low levels, in hs-SPI flies without
eat shock, was previously reported to inhibit ommatidium
ormation in some cases (see Fig. 3 of Freeman, 1996). Thus,
ppropriate expression levels were found such that wild-
ype protein behaved like the A887T protein, that A887T
rotein mimicked activation of wild-type DER by SPI, or
hat SPI activation of wild type mimicked Elp. Along with
the perfect phenotypic reversion of Elp mutations by
R1009Q, which affects kinase activity, these data did not
support qualitatively distinct signaling by A887T proteins.
Our data further address the role of DER in R1–R7
recruitment. We suggest that DER activation by SPI is the
only signal that the R8 cell needs to provide for most
photoreceptor cells. In wild type, recruitment depends on
the central R8 cell (Jarman et al., 1994; Tio and Moses,
1997). We find that ubiquitous targeted SPI expression
converted every retinal cell to an R1–R7 photoreceptor, at
the expense of R8 photoreceptors and other cell types.
Because R1–R7 cells form in the absence of R8 if activated
SPI is supplied, SPI is likely to be the only R8 signal
required for recruitment of other photoreceptors.
Because DER activation by SPI suppressed R8 differentia-
tion (Figs. 6E–6G), it is possible that one role of DER in
photoreceptor recruitment is to prevent R1–R7 cells from
taking the R8 fate. We did see evidence for reduced DER
activity in R8 precursor cells based on reduced aosLacZ
expression (Fig. 10G), but we await other markers with
which to confirm this observation. Since no extra R8 cells
are seen in spi mutant clones, any function to repress R8
ust be either independent of spi or perhaps not essential
n the absence of DER activation.
Elp Mutations Act through argos
Elp mutants may activate some target genes in common
with wild-type DER. The secreted protein argos is one DER
target (Golembo et al., 1996). We found aos to be required
for loss of ommatidia in Elp and that elevated aos expres-
domain from DER, human EGF receptor (egfr), C. elegans let-23,
F receptor (fgfr), and human c-abl proteins (Aroian et al., 1990;
er proteins. Asterisk indicates Ala887, changed to Thr in the Elp
Asterisks denote Arg1009, changed to Gln in the ElpB1RB1 revertant,nase
an FG
othsion enhanced the Elp/1 phenotype (Fig. 7). In principle, Elp
utations might alter the response to secreted aos or
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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mutations suggests the latter mechanism, even though
elevated expression was not detected in vivo. We propose
that aos expression is initiated by levels of DER activity too
low to promote photoreceptor differentiation. Then aos acts
nonautonomously to inhibit ommatidium formation.
Previous work shows that aos inhibits DER activity
(Schweitzer et al., 1995a). Loss of DER function had a
different effect on R8 specification from Elp mutants; R8
specification still occurred. Although we cannot exclude
that in this case aos acts directly on another receptor, such
as N, we prefer the model that the Elp phenotype arises
from a particular level of DER activity corresponding to a
chronic activation that has been partially inhibited by aos.
Mutating aos restores more normal development, so this
level should be lower than that seen in wild type. This is
supported by finding that Elp activates DER to a lesser
degree than during photoreceptor recruitment by spi and by
finding lower levels of dpERK and aosLacZ in Elp than in
wild type.
Our understanding of the Elp phenotype is summarized
as follows. In the wing, DER activation is sufficient to
induce extra vein formation. In the eye, activation by the
A887T mutation is not sufficient to induce photoreceptor
differentiation. Instead, Elp is believed to activate aos
expression prior to photoreceptor recruitment and thus
establish a new level of DER signaling that is inhibitory for
ommatidium formation. Without aos, or in normal devel-
opment when aos is expressed later after the action of SPI,
normal patterning results. If the A887T protein is overex-
pressed, SPI-independent activation of photoreceptor differ-
entiation bypasses the requirement for R8 (Fig. 6E). The
remaining experiments address the consequences for eye
development of these findings.
Elp Mutations Activate N Signaling
Elp mutations shut off ato expression prematurely by
activating Notch signaling. N function was required for the
suppression of ommatidium differentiation and resulted in
overexpression of E(spl) md (Fig. 8C). Although other E(spl)
genes might also be active, md alone can suffice to suppress
ommatidium formation (Ligoxygakis et al., 1998).
Both N and DER signaling pathways are used reitera-
ively during eye development (Cagan and Ready, 1989;
reeman, 1996). They oppose each other during photorecep-
or recruitment, which is promoted by DER and inhibited
y N (Xu and Rubin, 1993; Freeman, 1996; Tio and Moses,
997; Sun and Artavanis-Tsakonas, 1996). The homologous
in-12 and let-23 genes also act in opposition in nematode
vulval development (Sternberg and Horvitz, 1989). Antago-
nism may be mediated by the opposite effects on pointed
and yan (Brunner et al., 1994; O’Neill et al., 1994; Rebay
and Rubin, 1995). In contrast to all this, our results point to
activation of N signaling by the lower level of DER activa-
tion seen in Elp mutants, which is insufficient to trigger
R1–R7 recruitment. Recently, independent evidence has
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightalso been presented that DER activity may both promote
and antagonize N signaling during wing patterning (Price et
al., 1997).
Loss of DER Function Affects Growth, Survival,
and ato Expression
We studied DER null mutant cells by mosaic analysis and
confirm that R8 cell specification can occur in DER null
mutant cells. However, there were differences from spi
mutant cells. DER mutant cells were disadvantaged in
growth, and even after compensating for this using the
Minute technique DER null mutant cells disappeared from
the posterior eye. Second, refinement of the initial pattern
of ato expression was delayed about twofold and associated
ith defects in R8 cell spacing. Null mutants for vn showed
reduced growth but not the other defects. Either spi and vn
redundantly activate DER in these aspects or there may be
novel ligands or ligand-independent processes involved.
The DER null mutant phenotype was consistent with
some role for DER in R8 specification. This might include
selecting R8 cells, preventing inhibition of R8 cell precur-
sors by N, or spacing intermediate groups. The delay in ato
refinement suggests a direct or indirect requirement for
DER in proper N signaling.
Pattern of DER Expression and Activation in Vivo
The DER protein is present at high levels in a stripe on
the anterior edge of the morphogenetic furrow (Zak and
Shilo, 1992) and at lower levels in a dynamic pattern
posterior to the furrow (Fig. 10). Thus, EGF receptor levels
posterior to the furrow were highest in cells where signaling
is required, except that high levels anterior to the furrow do
not correspond to any signaling episode yet described. We
attempted to identify where Elp mutants activated DER
using reagents for activated MAP kinase or argos expres-
sion, but by these measures DER activity was greatly
reduced, even in Elp/1 heterozygotes. Although this might
seem unexpected for an activating mutation, it is consistent
with previous studies showing that intermediate groups do
not form in Elp mutants (Baker and Rubin, 1992; Jarman et
al., 1995). We conclude that the DER signaling episode
elevated by Elp may be earlier and not detectable with these
reagents. Our results question the significance of high
levels of dpERK in intermediate groups, which is dispens-
able for the substantial ommatidium assembly that still
occurs in Elp/1 (Fig. 10J).
Multiple Distinct Signaling Levels Promote and
Inhibit Specification of R8 and Other
Photoreceptors
Our results permit comparison of distinct levels of DER
signaling (Fig. 12). Three different phenotypes correspond to
three levels of DER activity. Each level has different con-
sequences for R8 specification.
s of reproduction in any form reserved.
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142 Lesokhin et al.In DER null mutant cells, R8 specification is delayed
indicating some direct or indirect requirement for DER in N
signaling (Fig. 12). Consistent with this, activated DER
signaling in Elp mutants ectopically activates N signaling,
leading to excessive inhibition of ato and loss of ommatidia
(Fig. 12). This requires aos expression by Elp mutant cells to
clamp DER signaling at a level insufficient for normal
patterning (Fig. 12). The highest level of DER signaling
occurs on ubiquitous activation by SPI. This results in loss
of most R8 cells, but photoreceptor differentiation contin-
ues because the requirement for R8 to recruit other photo-
receptors is overcome by sufficient DER signaling (Fig. 12).
Are these levels of DER activity related to wild-type
development? Many eye disc cells differentiate as photore-
ceptors in response to spi. This requires the highest DER
activity, so other cells with lower DER activities may be
present. Our findings concerning lower DER activities
FIG. 12. Speculative scheme for effects of DER on eye morpho-
genesis. The idea is that null mutant cells, Elp mutants, and cells
xposed to active SPI may each indicate the consequences of
niform DER activity at some particular level. In wild-type devel-
pment, distinct cells probably attain different levels of DER
ctivity. Intermediate levels of DER activity, such as in Elp
utants, activate N and inhibit eye morphogenesis. Maximal DER
ctivity bypasses the requirement for R8, is believed to antagonize
, and induces most cells as photoreceptors. Wild-type patterning
ccurs between these extremes. Possibly N is inhibited in R8
recursor cells before other cell types, permitting R8 cell specifi-
ation and R8-dependent photoreceptor induction.suggest a complex role for DER in which the distribution of
cells with various levels of DER activity may contribute to
Copyright © 1999 by Academic Press. All rightthe spatial pattern of eye development. This idea is distinct
from previous models in which the response to DER de-
pends on an intrinsic clock or on a mosaic of transcription
factors, but it does not exclude such mechanisms (Freeman,
1997; Kumar and Moses, 1997). It is similar to the role
proposed for the let-23 gene in Caenorhabditis elegans
vulval development (Katz et al., 1995).
Our results concern genotypes where DER activity is
more or less uniform, so we must extrapolate what the
normal pattern might be. At least some DER activity is
required for lateral inhibition of R8 cells to occur promptly.
At first DER may promote lateral inhibition uniformly
without exempting R8 cell precursors, which therefore are
inhibited in Elp. For R8 precursor cells to escape inhibition
by N, higher DER activity is required, as seen in Elp aos
double mutants. Maximal DER activation occurs once R8
precursor cells produce SPI and is responsible for recruit-
ment of other photoreceptor cell types. It has been con-
cluded from misexpression of activated Notch, of Notch
ligands, or of dominant-negative Notch ligands that Notch
signaling activity prevents photoreceptor recruitment (For-
tini et al.,1993; Baker et al., 1996; Sun and Artavanis-
Tsakonas, 1996). It is therefore possible that DER can act in
part through antagonizing N and that this occurs first in R8
precursor cells and then in R1–R7 cells. We emphasize that
while this hypothesis is a logical extrapolation from our
results, further experimental confirmation will be required
to sustain such a complicated view of DER function during
eye morphogenesis.
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